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Preface
We would like to extend our warmest thank you to the Foundation and all those involved with the aquatic
invasive species management efforts both on and off the lake. We understand there is a lot of work that
goes on throughout the season that doesn’t meet the public eye but is integral to the success of the
management efforts. This year marked another successful season of management both on Upper Saranac
Lake and the connected Fish Creek Ponds with the overall aquatic invasive species numbers continuing to
drop. As always, we are happy to work closely with the Foundation and help continue the management
of the beautiful Upper Saranac Lake and look forward to the years to come.

Introduction
The 2019 harvest season consisted of 15 harvest weeks which was worked over a 17-week timeframe,
beginning June 10 and ending October 10. The last two scheduled harvest weeks, in coordination with
the Lake Manager, were split into four half weeks, allowing the dive crew to maximize their hand
harvesting time, working areas and buoys coordinated with the Lake Manager. Overall, we saw a 21%
reduction in the number of Eurasian Watermilfoil plants harvested and a 57% reduction in the number of
Variable-leaf Milfoil plants harvested.

Methodology
The successful harvesting of aquatic invasive species (AIS) is an ever-evolving world which requires
knowledge in many areas to include the bodies of water and their specific tendencies, especially in relation
to their natural flow, seasonal changes, historical AIS data and patterns, and knowledge of AIS and their
life cycles. Considering the many variables, we develop a foundation for a management plan to lay the
groundwork for the harvest season, while still allowing for minor changes in harvesting methods to ensure
the best harvesting practices are always being employed.
For the management of Upper Saranac Lake, we began planning by using historical harvest data to
prioritize site management based upon factors like historical plant densities, the location of AIS sites, AIS
type and trend data. Throughout the season, our Crew collects data, to include plant locations via GPS
waypoints, plant size and life cycle, plant count, and general data specific to the plant location, all of which
can be used throughout the year and successive years.
Once the season begins, we start harvesting according to our site prioritization and current findings. As
the season progresses, we begin to use surface observation techniques to help identify AIS locations and
densities to continue with the prioritization of the harvest sites. While harvesting, our Crew continuously
monitors the growth cycle of the AIS to ensure we are using the most effective harvesting technique for
the most thorough removal of all plant matter. Finally, each week we produce a report to reflect our
findings, which not only keeps the Foundation, lake goers, and Lake Manager informed, but allows for a
more responsive management approach and relationship with the Lake Manager and our Company.
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The Numbers
Below is a series of charts and graphs to represent the results of the harvests which occurred throughout
the season. Overall, we saw a decrease in the number of Eurasian Watermilfoil (EWM) plants harvested
but with varying results based upon the specific site. Of the 39 sites throughout the lake, we saw an
increase of plant count in 14 sites, a decrease of plant count in 19 sites, and 6 sites with no change. With
Variable-leaf Milfoil (VLM) we saw an overall decrease in the number of plants harvested, again with
varying results based upon the specific site. Of the 9 sites which have previously harbored VLM, three
sites saw an increase in plant count, three sites saw a decrease in plant count, two showed no change,
and three sites saw a single VLM plant for the first time.
With the varying harvest numbers throughout the sites it highlights the normal fluctuation experienced
over a period of years in the management of invasive species. With the adept ability of AIS to respond to
various growing conditions and its prolific ability to reproduce, although these fluctuations are to be
expected, they must be considered in management decisions to ensure they are merely fluctuations and
not a trend.

Site #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Site Name
Back Bay
Saranac Inn point- Marlboro club
College row
Tommys Rock & Dry Island
N. Basin -N. Markham point
Goose Island-rock pile
Green Island- rock pile
Green Bay- Moss Point Rock
South Markham Point- Square Bay
Square Bay Divot- point north of Buck Island
Little Square Bay
Buck Island
Buck Island Bay
Whitney Point-Bottle Bay-Butternut Point
Saganaw Bay
Fish Creek Bay
Fish Creek Channel
Fish Creek Pond- Spider Creek
Pork Bay

Site #
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Site Name
Narrows east
Birch Point- Gull Point
Gilpin Bay
Eagle Island- rockpile
Lily Bay
Pelky Bay
Gull Bay Connector
Bungalow Bay
South Gull Bay
Deer Island
Doctors Island, area
Birch Island, area
Bull Point- Sekon Point
Bartlett Carry Bay
Sekon Point- south of Wenona
Chapel Island
East South Basin- Bartlett Carry Bay, entrance
Corey's Island
South Basin

Narrows west
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Yearly Overview of AIS Harvested

2014 - 2015
2015 - 2016
2016 - 2017
2017 - 2018
2018 - 2019

Yearly Change of Pounds Harvested: 2014 - 2019
EWM
VLM
-25%
5876%
4%
-81%
4%
-30%
-41%
264%
-14%
1%
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Plant Count by Site: 2016-2019
Site Name
Back Bay
Saranac Inn point- Marlboro club
College row
Tommys rock & dry island
N. Basin -N. Markham point
Goose Island-Rock pile
Green Island-Rock pile
Green Bay- Moss Point Rock
South Markham Point- Square Bay
Square Bay Divot- point north, Buck Island
Little Square Bay
Buck Island
Buck Island Bay
Whitney Point-Bottleneck Bay-Butternut Point
Saganaw Bay
Fish Creek Bay
Fish Creek Channel
Fish Creek Pond-spider creek
Pork Bay
Narrows West
Narrows East
Birch Point- Gull Point
Gilpin Bay
Eagle Island-Rockpile
North Gull Bay
Pelky Bay
Gull Bay Connector
Bungalow Bay
South Gull Bay
Deer Island
Doctors Island, area
Birch Island, area
Bull point- Sekon point
Bartlett Carry bay
Sekon Point- South of Wenona
Chapel Island
East South Basin- Bartlett Carry Bay, entrance
Corey's Island
South Basin

Eurasian Watermilfoil
2017
2018

Site #

2016

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

0
4
15
0
305
57
14
9
212
82
1427
442
252
175
617
176
2
152
172
31
30
25
160
74
27
26
0
17
406
107
74
27
0
13
276
94
82
29
559

0
0
0
0
1009
20
9
5
422
91
1690
913
167
266
504
35
0
122
162
14
11
117
146
39
68
6
0
40
116
72
130
4
0
41
179
3
58
3
314

0
0
0
0
341
15
1
0
92
80
910
287
271
269
146
34
4
260
56
0
0
0
30
15
60
77
0
40
59
10
11
20
0
50
55
0
21
1
80

4
0
149
0
377
17
171
18
64
8
499
277
26
60
44
22
9
136
30
0
1
3
68
2
29
0
0
1
56
27
1
2
0
25
81
0
8
94
117

6170

6776
9.8%

3295
-105.6%

2426
-26.4%

Totals Number of Plants
Percent Change
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Plant Count by Site: 2016-2019
Site Name
Back Bay
Saranac Inn point- Marlboro club
College row
Tommys rock & dry island
N. Basin -N. Markham point
Goose Island-Rock pile
Green Island-Rock pile
Green Bay- Moss Point Rock
South Markham Point- Square Bay
Square Bay Divot- point north, Buck Island
Little Square Bay
Buck Island
Buck Island Bay
Whitney Point-Bottleneck Bay-Butternut Point
Saganaw Bay
Fish Creek Bay
Fish Creek Channel
Fish Creek Pond-spider creek
Pork Bay
Narrows West
Narrows East
Birch Point- Gull Point
Gilpin Bay
Eagle Island-Rockpile
North Gull Bay
Pelky Bay
Gull Bay Connector
Bungalow Bay
South Gull Bay
Deer Island
Doctors Island, area
Birch Island, area
Bull point- Sekon point
Bartlett Carry bay
Sekon Point- South of Wenona
Chapel Island
East South Basin- Bartlett Carry Bay, entrance
Corey's Island
South Basin

Variable-leaf Milfoil
2017
2018

Site #

2016

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
9
0
0
0
19
112
523
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
7
0
36
163
217
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
5
34
2
0
41
284
1372
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
3
9
0
77
290
536
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

664

426
-35.8%

1739
308.2%

921
-47.0%

Totals Number of Plants
Percent Change
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Three-Year Plant Trends

AIS Harvested: Plant Count Totals
8000
7202

Plants Harvested

7000
6000

5034

5000
4000

3347

3000
2000
1000
0
2017

2018
EMW

2017 - 2018
2018 - 2019

2019

VLM

Total

Percent Change of Plants Harvested
EWM
-51.4%
-26.4%

VLM
308.2%
-47.0%

AIS Harvested: Poundage Totals
400

Pounds Harvested

350

364
316

300

290

250
200
150
100
50
0
2017

2018
EWM

2017 - 2018
2018 - 2019

VLM

2019
Total

Percent Change of Lbs. Harvested
EWM
-41.3%
-14.3%
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Eurasian Watermilfoil Site Specific Plant Tally

Eurasian Watermilfoil Plant Count: 2017 - 2019
1
3
5
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9
11
13
15

Site Number
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39
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Site Number

EWM Plant Count: Highest Volume Sites
5
9
11
12
15
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

Plants Harvested
2017

2018

2019

Breakdown of Highest Volume Sites
11
20.6%

5
15.5%

(29 sites)
52.5%

12
11.4%

Note: Three sites (5, 11, 12) contained almost 48% of total EWM harvested, 29 sites (represented
above) contained the remaining EWM harvested, and 7 sites contained no EWM.
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Variable-leaf Milfoil Site Specific Plant Tally

Site Number

VLM Plant Count: Highest Volume Sites
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Breakdown of Highest Volume Sites
14
1.0%

(6 sites)
1.0%
16
8.4%

17
31.5%

18
58.2%

Note: Two sites (17, 18) contained almost 90% of total VLM harvested, two sites contained 1% or more
of VLM harvested, and 6 sites (represented above) contained the remaining VLM harvested.

`
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Site Maps and Summary
Site #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Site Name
Back Bay
Saranac Inn point- Marlboro club
College row
Tommys Rock & Dry Island
N. Basin -N. Markham point
Goose Island-rock pile
Green Island- rock pile
Green Bay- Moss Point Rock
South Markham Point- Square Bay
Square Bay Divot- point north of Buck Island
Little Square Bay
Buck Island
Buck Island Bay
Whitney Point-Bottle Bay-Butternut Point
Saganaw Bay
Fish Creek Bay
Fish Creek Channel
Fish Creek Pond- Spider Creek
Pork Bay

Site #
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Site Name
Narrows east
Birch Point- Gull Point
Gilpin Bay
Eagle Island- rockpile
Lily Bay
Pelky Bay
Gull Bay Connector
Bungalow Bay
South Gull Bay
Deer Island
Doctors Island, area
Birch Island, area
Bull Point- Sekon Point
Bartlett Carry Bay
Sekon Point- south of Wenona
Chapel Island
East South Basin- Bartlett Carry Bay, entrance
Corey's Island
South Basin

Narrows west
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Site 1- Back Bay
•

With limited littoral zone much of the bay isn’t conducive to AIS growth, though four EWM plants
were harvested this year. Of those plants one was located near the docking area of the crew boat
and the other three were harvested in conjunction with EWM harvested in site 3. These areas should
be revisited early in the follow-on season to ensure there is no additional growth in the area.

Site 2- Saranac Inn Point- Marlboro Club
•

No AIS found (EWM last found in 2016)

Site 3- College row
•

There were three areas which produced EWM, however most of the plants harvested were
concentrated in one general area in the northwest of the site. Although there’s no way to know how
the main area of concentration came about, it’s worth noting this area was approximately 50-70 yards
downwind from two docks. It is suspected this concentration within the site fed the few plants located
(north) in the southwest portion of site 1. This area should be visited early next season to ensure
there is no continuing growth within the area. Furthermore, the plants located here this season
highlight the need to monitor historical AIS sites to ensure sites do not reestablish themselves (AIS
last harvested in this site in 2013).
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Site 4- Tommy’s Rock- Dry Island
•

No AIS found (EWM last found in 2011)

Site 5- North Basin- North Markham Point
•

There were 36 more EWM plants harvested than the year prior. This site covers a vast area with
abundant littoral zone making for a challenging area to cover. Because of the size of this site it benefits
greatly from repeat visits and surface observations throughout the season. Although there was a
slight increase in the numbers of plants harvested, the areas which were most heavily harvested were
about half the size as the year prior.

Site 6- Goose Island- rockpile
•

There were two more EWM plants harvested than the year prior and EWM continues to be in the
historical problem areas. Much of these areas contain thick native plant life and require continued
monitoring and diligent patterned swims.

Site 7- Green Island- rockpile
•

Although this site consistently produces sporadic EWM throughout the years, this year the site saw
the largest increase in plant count of any site throughout the lake. Among a band of native plants, an
area less than 0.10 ac in size contained a high concentration of EWM consisting of approximately 20
multi-stem EWM surrounded by smaller single stem satellite plants. This area showed the prolific
ability of EWM to establish itself within an area in a short period of time. Additionally, it is worth
noting this area is east of EWM located within site 3.

Site 8- Green Bay- Moss Rock Point
•

This site contained 18 EWM plants all located within the historical AIS spots within the site, with the
highest concentration coming from the area in the northwest of the site. This site sees fluctuations
of EWM throughout the years and requires periodic monitoring to identify any AIS which may take
root.

Invasive Solutions Dive Company, LLC
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Site 9- South Markham Point- Square Bay
•

•

This site saw a reduction in EWM plants for the second year in a row, decreasing by 30% this season.
In line with historical trends, the EWM grew along the eastern shoreline and in the divot on the north
shore just east of the sandbar, however we did not find any EWM in the third historical area, the
southwest point/ entrance. Overall, this bay is large and requires consistent monitoring to thoroughly
manage the AIS.
There was one VLM plant located within the divot on the north shore just east of the sandbar, in an
area within about 50 yards from the one plant harvested the year prior. Last year was the first year
VLM was found in the bay and we must continue to monitor the bay for VLM to help determine if
these plants are arising out of new VLM fragments being introduced into the bay, or if the plant
harvested could have been from the plant harvested the year prior.

Site 10- Square Bay Divot- Point north of Buck Island
•

•

For the first time this site saw a large reduction in the generally consistent plant count, with a 90%
reduction in EWM harvested (8 plants). Because this site has seen VLM in the past and could be a
likely catch for any fragmentation which might enter site 9 (to the north), this site is included in the
early season VLM site inspections. With the early monitoring any AIS located is harvested before it
reaches growing capacity, helping to reduce the possibility of plant fragmentation, and making the
site a candidate for a later season follow up.
No VLM located.
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Site 11- Little Square Bay
•

•

This site continues to be the biggest EWM producer throughout the lake even with an almost 46%
reduction in plant count for the second consecutive year. This is a large and fertile site with tall, heavy
native plant growth, which proves finding and harvesting EWM more challenging than many other
sites. This site has shown to be best managed with a combination of surface observations and
thorough patterned swims.
One VLM plant four foot in length was found on the northwest base of the center plateau, a first for
the site. Follow-up searches were conducted in the surrounding area, locating no additional VLM.
However, due to the plant length and adaptability of VLM, coupled with the fertile substrate and
dense native plant growth, this remains a top priority for continued searches of the area.
Furthermore, with VLM having been previously harvested in neighboring sites (9, 10, 12, 13, 14), as
well as the site being heavily fished, there stands a risk of additional VLM introduction to the site. An
established VLM population in this site could prove difficult to eradicate.
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Site 12- Buck Island
•
•

There was a very small reduction in EWM numbers this year. Overall, this site has continued to
produce EWM in historical areas with the greatest concentration of EWM located within the channel.
VLM has been located around the island for the past four years, this year harvesting only two plants
in comparison to 2018’ five. This year VLM was only located on the southwest side of the island, but
in the past has also been found on the northwest shore and the shoreline to the east of the Buck
Island Channel, south of site 13.

Site 13- Buck Island Bay
•
•

There was a 90% reduction in EWM plants harvested this year compared to 2018, with the majority
of plants located within the historical north side of the bay.
There was a 91% reduction in VLM harvested compared to 2018, however this year’s numbers are on
par with 2017. Although this bay had been worked multiple times throughout the season, VLM was
only located during the first harvest of the season.

Site 14- Whitney Point- Bottle Bay- Butternut Point
•

•

EWM plant count saw a 78% reduction in numbers compared to 2018, breaking an upward trend since
2016. EWM was located within the historical areas of the site and will require consistent monitoring
to keep the numbers trending down.
There were nine VLM plants harvested, up from 2018’s two and 2017’s seven. The VLM was not
located in the same area as the previous two years, but due south in less than 2 ft of water within
native plants. Of the plants harvested, there was only one multi-stem located, which is suspected to
have propagated the other plants found within the general vicinity.

Invasive Solutions Dive Company, LLC
P.O. Box 389, Saranac Lake, NY 12983
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Site 15- Saginaw Bay
•

•

EWM plant count has been decreasing since 2016 with an additional 70% reduction from 2018.
Though we have seen the numbers trending down from a high in 2016, the vast size of the bay and
littoral zone will continue to require close monitoring to keep the numbers trending down.
There has been no VLM located within the bay, but the site remains high on the watch list. VLM has
been located to the north and south of the entrance of the bay, in sites 12 and 19.

Invasive Solutions Dive Company, LLC
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Site 16- Fish Creek Bay
•
•

EWM plant count saw a 35% reduction from 2018 and continues to be found sporadically within
historical EWM locations.
VLM plant count increased by 36 (88%) in what seems to be the greatest statistically significant
increase of VLM throughout the lake. VLM followed historical trends and was located at the mouth
of Fish Creek, sporadically along the southern shore and on the northern shore by The Point. The
large jump in plant count comes from mostly small single stems located at the mouth of the creek,
although the plant count within the creek itself did not see a large increase. Earlier in the season
Crews reported high VLM fragmentation throughout the Creek, which seemed to have slowed once
crews harvested multi-stems just north of the creek (in site 18). This area will need follow-up
inspections/ harvests to ensure the numbers are brought down, especially as this is the main source
of VLM to the lake.
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Site 17- Fish Creek Channel
•
•

EWM remained scarce throughout this site locating only nine plants.
VLM plant count increased by six plants from 2018, although 2018 saw a jump in plant count from
2017. Crews were finding heavy fragmentation within the creek at the start of the season which
seemed to decrease once and area north of the creek was harvested. Overall, the VLM harvested
throughout the creek were small plants, often single stem and under one foot in length. This site will
require early season follow-up to monitor any changes in fragmentation loads or VLM regrowth. The
creek acts as a buffer between the Fish Creek Ponds and the main lake and needs consistent
monitoring to ensure we are reversing the VLM numbers both in the creek and at the mouth of the
creek.

Site 18- Fish Creek Pond- Spider Creek
•
•

EWM plant count saw a 48% reduction from 2018. Of the plants harvested this year, almost 74%
came from Spider Creek, particularly an area south of the Rt 30 bridge by Follensby Clear Pond.
VLM plant count saw a 61% decrease from 2018. VLM continues to be found along much of the
shoreline throughout the pond, but the largest concentration of VLM comes from the northeast
corner of the pond, east of Spider Creek.
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Site 19- Pork Bay
•

•

EWM numbers have been steadily decreasing since 2015 and saw a 46% reduction from 2018.
Although the numbers continue to decrease, this site has produced high numbers in the past and
continues to require consistent monitoring to keep numbers down.
There was one VLM plant located in the bay for the first time this year. Tracking the emergence of
VLM through the lake over the past years this site was targeted as a potential area. Crew searched
the area surrounding the VLM plant, locating no other VLM. This site should be high priority in the
coming years to ensure no VLM has the chance to establish itself in the area.

Site 20- Narrows west
•

No AIS found.

Site 21- Narrows east
•
•

There was one EWM plant located in the northern end of the site, just south of site 19.
There was one VLM located in the site for the first time. The plant harvested was noted to have been
growing tightly to shore where lake debris appeared to collect from the wind. This area needs to be
inspected early in the follow-on season to ensure no other VLM is in the area. Between this VLM
plant, and the one found just north in site 19, these areas need to be closely monitored as they appear
to be candidates for fragmentation, likely carried by currents/ prevailing winds.
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Site 23- Gilpin Bay
•

This site saw an increase of EWM, from 30 plants in 2018 to 68 plants in 2019 yet remains well below
the numbers from 2015-2017. EWM was harvested most abundantly in an area near the Young Life
gas dock and rockpile to its east which needs to be closely and consistently monitored to ensure this
area does not propagate other sites in this section of the lake.

Site 24- Eagle Island- rockpile
•

There were only two EWM plants harvested (87% drop from 2018) continuing a downward trend since
2015.

Site 26- Pelky Bay
•

No AIS found; inconsistent with past trends. This site was swam once earlier in the season and should
be visited early in the follow-on season. Additionally, this site sees increased boat traffic from the
Young Life Camp.
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Site 28- Bungalow Bay
•

There was one EWM plant harvested this year which is inconsistent with past trends. This site was
swam once earlier in the season and should be visited early in the follow-on season.

Site 30- Deer Island
•

There were twenty-seven EWM plants harvested in comparison to 2018’s ten. This marks the first
upswing in plant count since 2015 yet remains well below the harvest numbers prior to 2018.
Although this section of lake as whole saw a major reduction in EWM count (sites 24, 26, 28, 30) these
areas need to be closely monitored to ensure these numbers as a whole stay down.

Site 33- Bull Point to Sekon Point
•

No AIS found (One EWM plant last found in 2015)
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Site 22- Birch Point- Gull Point
•

There were three EWM plants harvested this season in comparison to 2018’s zero. This site has seen
drastic fluctuations in plant count since 2015, but the EWM numbers should continue to stay low with
continued monitoring.

Site 25- Lily Bay
•

The EWM plant count saw a 52% reduction in comparison to 2018. With continued monitoring of this
site and this area of the lake as a whole, we should see these numbers stay down or continue to drop.

Site 27- Gull Bay Connector
•

No AIS found (EWM last found in 2015)
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Site 29- South Gull Bay
•

EWM plant count remained on par with 2018, which was down drastically from the years prior. This
site is large with fertile substrate which is conducive to plant growth throughout most of the site,
requiring ongoing monitoring throughout the season.

Site 31- Doctors Island area
•

There was one EWM plant harvested in this this season. Although this area isn’t considered a prolific
producer, because of its size it can be challenging to swim the entire site. This site benefits from
surface observations, and since was only swam once last season, should see early attention in the
following season.

Site 32- Birch Island area
•

There were two EWM plants harvested this season, down 90% from 2018. This site tends to see yearly
fluctuations in harvest numbers with EWM found most consistently on the north side of the island,
particularly the northwest side.
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Site 34- Bartlett Carry Bay
•

EWM plant count saw a 50% reduction from 2018, though 2017 and 2018 were higher producing years
for the site. Although EWM is found in relatively lower numbers throughout the site, there is a large
littoral with multiple historical growth areas which must continue to be monitored.
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Site 35- Sekon Point to south of Wenonah
•

EWM plant count saw a 47% increase from 2018 yet remains well below the count from the years
prior. This site is large with fertile substrate and dense native growth requiring multiple harvests to
thoroughly work the entire site. The EWM harvested followed historical growth areas and should be
consistently monitored to ensure we do not see a resurgence in plant count.

Site 36- Chapel Island
•

No AIS found. This site has a small littoral zone capable of supporting plants which makes for easier
management, typically requiring a yearly inspection to ensure there is no AIS which has taken root.
This site occasionally holds a few EWM plants, with an anomaly of 94 plants in 2016, three in 2017,
and no plants harvested in 2018 or 2019.

Site 37- East South Basin to Bartlett Carry Bay Entrance
•

EWM plant count decreased 62% from 2018, continuing a downward trend of numbers since 2015.
This site has a long littoral zone with the historical EWM growth throughout the site, but with the
heaviest growth in the north and south of the site.

Site 38- Corey’s Island
•

We saw a drastic jump in EWM, harvesting 94 plants compared to 2018’s one. Most notable is the
EWM harvested was from the east side of the island, where historically EWM growth is found on the
northwest and south of the island, where no EWM was located. This site shows the need to balance
the various management techniques for the best possible site management. Often divers can be
slower but are able to find smaller plants before they can propagate an area, and surface observations
are great to cover large areas or areas multiple times, but face challenges locating smaller plants or
single EMW plants. This site and area should be inspected early in the following season to ensure the
EWM has been contained.

Site 39- South Basin
•

There was 117 EWM harvested this year, in comparison to 80 in 2018, but the site remains well below
the plant count prior to 2018. This site has a large littoral zone with varying densities of native plant
growth, which typically harbors the EWM. This site requires consistent monitoring to effectively
inspect and harvest the entire littoral area to keep EWM plant count down.
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Analysis
Eurasian Watermilfoil
The 2019 season continued to see a drop in the overall EWM harvested throughout most of the sites on
the lake, with an overall reduction of 26.4% (2018 saw a 105.6% reduction). Of the 39 sites, 14 saw a rise
in plant count, and of those sites three stood out as high fluctuations. The goal is, or course, to see a
reduction of plant count within all the sites, but we must keep in mind fluctuations are to be expected
throughout the long-term management of sites.
The three sites which saw a drastic rise in EWM plant count were site 3 (College row), site 7 (Green Island),
and site 38 (Corey Island). Sites 3 and 7 are both located in the north west section of the lake and are
within the general locality of one another, as well as next to site 1 (Back Bay), which also saw EWM this
year. Typically, these sites are considered lower producers, and furthermore, sites 1 and 3 often do not
produce AIS year to year. Because of the low historical production and vast size of the area, particularly
site 3, these sites typically receive increased surface observations rather than investigative diving. With
the location of these sites to one another and all having seen a spike in AIS production, it is likely the sites
may have propagated one another.
Upon the discovery of EWM within the sites, they were thoroughly harvested over a series of visits, while
also investigating nearby sites. Although these sites were worked over, it is advised to keep these sites
listed as priority and visit them early the following season to ensure there are no outliers which could
continue to produce EWM within the area. Although there is no way to be sure how the plant
communities came about, their location lends to possibilities. The highest producing section of site 3 lays
nearby (downwind/ downstream) of two frequented docks which could have resulted in accidental
distribution of fragmentation. Site 7 is situated to the east of where EWM was harvested in site 3, which
could be a cause for its AIS spike this season.
The third site which stood out as an abnormal spike in plant production is site 38, Corey Island, which is
located on the south end of the lake. Historically this site produces limited EWM on the west side of the
island, both north and south. This year’s harvest came from an area north on the east side of the island,
among large rocks and native plants. This site should be visited within the first half of next season and
it’s advised to include inspections of sites to the east, to include site 37 and the east section of 39.
Overall, EWM production was down for 2019, and with continued vigilance the numbers should remain
low. By using all the available data to include lake and site trends, historical harvest data, site knowledge,
and current lake conditions, we can outline a management schedule and adapt as needed to stay ahead
of the AIS. It is important to find a balance between underwater site inspections, surface observations,
and site harvesting/ maintenance to ensure we are addressing not just the areas with positively identified
AIS, but investigating sites looking for any small outliers before they have the opportunity to grow into
larger problem areas.
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Variable-leaf Milfoil
Overall, we saw a 47% decrease in the VLM plant count harvested compared to 2018, however we saw
variation among sites. In site 18 (Fish Creek Pond – Spider Creek) there was a 61% reduction in plants
harvested, which considering it is upstream of Fish Creek/ Upper Saranac Lake and is the primary source
of VLM introduction to the main lake, is very encouraging. Fish Creek (site 17) did not see any significant
change in plant totals but continues to be second highest producer of VLM among the sites. Fish Creek
Bay (site 18) saw the most dramatic increase of VLM with 77 VLM plants harvested compared to 2018’s
44. Furthermore, VLM was discovered in three new sites, 11, 19, and 21, which will require follow-on
inspections of the areas.
We continue to see a reduction of plants harvested on the Fish Creek Ponds to include the areas harvested
during the Fish Creek Pond AIS Management Project. However, the Fish Creek Channel, which acts as a
buffer between the ponds and the main lake, saw an increase of 6 VLM plants this season. At the start of
the season the Crew was finding abundant VLM fragmentation throughout the channel, especially further
upstream closer to the ponds. Analyzing the fragmentation, we surmised there was an area upstream in
the pond which was harboring mature VLM plants, which was quickly located and harvested by the Crew.
Once this area was harvested, we saw a dramatic decrease in fragmentation within the channel, though
the channel continued to require multiple swims to find/ harvest both plants and fragmentation.
Fish Creek Bay saw the largest increase of VLM plants. We continue to find VLM within the historical areas
of the bay; the mouth of Fish Creek, along the south shoreline of the bay, and the northeast section of the
bay near The Point. This season the areas located in the eastern portion of the bay (both north and south)
saw a reduction in plant count, the southern shoreline saw plants more widely scattered, and the area at
the mouth of the creek saw the largest increase of plants harvested. Of the plants harvested near the
mouth, they were majority small single stems or rooted fragments, with the occasional larger plant.
Within the main lake, there was a reduction of VLM harvested in site 12 (2018-5, 2019-2) and 13 (201834, 2019-2), while site 14 saw a small increase (2018-2, 2019-9). In site 9 there was one VLM plant
harvested, as with the year before. By tracking where VLM has been discovered over the years, the
emerging pattern for VLM distribution appears to be foremost due to prevailing winds.
Keeping in mind prevailing winds, as well as lake currents and boater traffic, we had outlined several sites
which were put on our “suspect” list for an increased probability for VLM occurrence. Throughout the
season, as we worked these areas and time allotted, our Crew would expand their searches into additional
areas in search of VLM outliers. Of the main sites we highlighted, 10, 15, 19, and 21, VLM was found in
sites 19 and 21. Within both sites there was a single VLM plant harvested with no additional plants located
after a search of the immediate area. Nevertheless, these sites and areas need continued monitoring and
investigation in the future.
In addition to these two sites, VLM was located in site 11 (Little Square Bay) for the first time. Upon
discovery, there were thorough patterned swims performed with in the general locality of the plant
harvested with no additional plants found. The plant located within site 11 breaks the more obvious
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pattern of prevailing winds (as does site 14), though that isn’t to say wind could not have been a
contributing factor. A common trait among sites 11 and 14, aside from both being on the west side of the
lake, is their apparent fishing popularity. Both sites have dense native growth, particularly on the very
outskirts of where VLM has been harvested and are often observed being fished by boaters.
Unfortunately, there is no concrete way to know how a plant ended up in a particular location and we are
left to theorize.
Not uncommonly we find VLM grows in similar site conditions as EWM, however VLM seems to be less
selective in site selection. In our experience, we’ve have found VLM growing outside of the “normal”
EWM spots, to include areas shallower, occasionally deeper (though temperature may be more related
to these deeper areas,) and over a wider variation of substrate. However, we have also found VLM seems
less aggressive than EWM and areas can be brought under management more easily, especially with early
detection.
In the follow-on season, there should be a concerted effort to reduce the likelihood of fragmentation
reaching the main lake, which will require continued efforts in site 18, and additional efforts in sites 17
and 16. In particular, by reducing AIS numbers in Fish Creek, we can clear the natural buffer zone which
in turn should help to reduce AIS numbers in Fish Creek Bay. The better we can reduce AIS entering Fish
Creek Bay, the less opportunity it has to take hold in the bay or spread into other areas of the lake.
All sites which have harbored VLM in the past or are outlined as suspect sites should be worked early in
the season, with follow-ups as needed, in an effort to stay ahead of the spread of VLM. With the continued
efforts and preventative inspections of these sites and an aggressive approach to sites 16, 17, and 18,
coupled with the ongoing management efforts of the Fish Creek Ponds, sites on the lake should continue
to come under better management, ultimately, pushing VLM back off Upper Saranac Lake.

Conclusion
Both Eurasian Watermilfoil and Variable-leaf Milfoil saw a significant drop in the harvest totals this season,
lending to another successful year. As we experience fluctuations in specific sites, we will continue to
remain flexible so we can plan, act, and react accordingly, ensuring the best management practices are
kept in place to meet the demands of the lake. There is much more than meets the eye in all the efforts
around the lake, throughout the season, and over the years to preserve, enhance, and protect Upper
Saranac Lake and all the beauty and enjoyment it unwaveringly provides to its visitors. We would like to
say thank you once more to the Upper Saranac Foundation and all those involved one way or another in
the ongoing efforts to preserve the lake and allowing us the opportunity to be a part of it all. We look
forward to the continued success of the lake and are excited for the many years of awe-inspiring views
both above and below the water.
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